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SENARIO  Design a building able to construct and decontruct 
in various places. The program is about to inform the 
visitors about the weather and environment fainomenon.

TEAM  Elena Koufopavlou | Antigoni Chrysostomou | Entita 
Orphanidou

CONCEPTCONCEPT  We have created a structure consists of bending 
arcs, thus the form have the ability to change depending on 
the weather, the place or even the desire of the 
responsible person of the location. 

Academic Team work, fall 2013
Supervisor: Marios Phocas mcphocas@ucy.ac.cy

WEATHER FLEXY





CONCEPT

This diploma thesis is about the development of Athienou village, which is almost encircled by the dead zone between the Turkish and the 
Greek part of Cyprus, since 1974. As a result, there are not only geopolitical but also imaginary boundaries. The aim of this project is 
to break the emotional boundaries and at the same time highlight the physical boundaries. This is achieved through a network of streets 
and activity platforms

TheThe streets begin through the village and lead the visitors to the attractions: skating park, artistic site, animals’ park and the 
theater. The road is covered with an elastic material. This reduces the speed of cars. Each track piece has its own color and directs 
the hiker. The environment has psychotherapeutic properties, with trees, fields, clear sky, silence, bird sounds and so on. On the other 
hand, there are signs and military spots that make the invasion memories alive. The design criticizes and enlarges this contrast in a 
playful way.

Indvidual academic work, spring 2017

SUPERVISOR: Panayiota I.Pyla
pyla@ucy.ac.cy

diploma thesis THE PATH EXPIRIENCE OF ATHIENOU

20 Λ.

          
6.477 km  60Λ.   20Λ.
1.100 km  10Λ.    4Λ.
0.717 km   8Λ.    3Λ.
1.172 km  18Λ.    6Λ.
2.345 km  30Λ.   10Λ.2.345 km  30Λ.   10Λ.
2.442 km  30Λ.   10Λ.

NOTES:
existing situation
Turkish-cypriot part
dead zone
greek-cypriot part
views

streets development:
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 chapter: kinesis | Meander MSc Computational DesignTeam: Elena Koufopavlou | Brian Berk 
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